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At the forefront of this American revolution in eating since 1969 has been health counselor and
teacher Denny Waxman, founder of the Strengthening Health Institute and author of The Great
Life Diet, which distills the wisdom of his thirty-five years of experience into a clear guide to a
better, healthier, longer life. Essentially, Waxman's method weds a diet of whole grains, beans,
vegetables, and soups to a lifestyle that nourishes the mind and the spirit.In seven steps, The
Great Life Diet offers a balanced and orderly approach to an active, fulfilling daily life. The aim
always is to strengthen health, however good or ill. Indeed, thousands of people, their ailments
ranging widely from the common cold to chronic fatigue to heart disease and even to "incurable"
cancers, have been helped, often dramatically, by espousing the dietary and lifestyle practices
described in Waxman's instructive guide.With sound sense and flexible principles, this diet
extends to its readers a means both to better their health and to significantly enhance the joy in
their daily lives.

About the AuthorDenny Waxman has been a macrobiotic counselor since the 1970s and is one
of the founders of American Macrobiotics. He has changed the food narrative away from a diet
dependent upon animal & dairy foods. From the Mid-Atlantic Summer Camp, to opening the first
natural food store in Philadelphia, Essene Market, and directing the Kushi Institute, he has been
a pioneer of macrobiotics. His notoriety came after Dr. Anthony Sattilaro overcame terminal
prostate cancer and credited Denny for saving his life in his book, Recalled by Life. Denny
teaches globally and is the author of The Complete Macrobiotic Diet and The Ultimate Guide to
Eating for Longevity.Review“Accessible. Readers who have been interested in the macrobiotic
diet but been intimidated may find this book a balanced and often common-sense guide.”-
Library Journal“Impressive. This book is your key to understanding these principles and putting
them to work. This will change your life.”- Neal D. Barnard, MD, President of the Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine“Denny has been changing the world of conventional
thinking regarding health for the past forty years and has had the courage to stand tall against
the powerful forces of industry and government: my kind of character!”- Craig Borten, Academy
Award Nominee for Best Original Screenplay (Dallas Buyers Club) --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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THECompleteMacrobioticDIET7 STEPSTO FEEL FABULOUS, LOOK VIBRANT,AND THINK
CLEARLYDENNY WAXMAN WITH SUSAN WAXMANPREFACE BY MICHIO KUSHIPEGASUS
BOOKSNEW YORK LONDONIn memory of our friendMona Schwartz,whose encouragement
and spirit have guided this book.DISCLAIMERThe information contained in this book is intended
solely to provide guidance and to increase the reader’s awareness about the dietary and lifestyle
practices that can create lasting health.If you suspect that you have a medical problem, we urge
you to seek competent medical help and be aware that a second medical opinion is often the
best course to achieve the best outcome for any particular
condition.CONTENTSPrefaceTestimonialsAcknowledgmentsForewordIntroductionConnecting
with the Spirit of HealthAcid & Alkaline, Overeating and Gluten Sensitivity: A Macrobiotic
PerspectiveTHE 7 STEPSEating Habits: Format of MealsStep 1: Take Time for Your Meals Every
DayStep 2: Set Your Daily ScheduleThe Brief History of FoodDiet: Content and Quality of
MealsStep 3: Eat Two or Three Complete and Nutrionally Balanced Meals Every DayLifestyle:
Approach to HealthStep 4: Make Your Daily Life ActiveStep 5: Create a More Natural
EnvironmentStep 6: Make Your Macrobiotic Practice WorkStep 7: Cultivate the Spirit of
HealthFOOD SECTIONRecipes and Food ListsSuggestions for Getting StartedAbout Chef
Susan WaxmanIntroduction to the Recipes and Healthful Foods ListRecipesGrainsOther
GrainsNoodles and Pasta SaucesSoupsBeansBean ProductsSubstantial Long-Cooked
Vegetable DishesLight Vegetable DishesSaladsPicklesDessertsJuices10-Day Menu
PlanHealthful Foods ListFood GlossaryPREFACEBY MICHIO KUSHIHumanity faces
unparalleled opportunities and challenges as the new century unfolds. The world is unified more
than ever through the Internet, cell phones, and other new technologies. At the same time, the
threat of terrorism and nuclear blackmail, the outbreak of new viral diseases and epidemics, and
the spread of cancer, heart disease, and other chronic ills are at an all-time high. If we don’t
destroy ourselves through war and sickness, our children and grandchildren may inherit a
globally warmed planet that is too extreme to inhabit.For the last half-century, macrobiotics has
been in the forefront of the movement to promote personal and planetary health and peace.
Derived from the traditional Greek words for “great life,” macrobiotics encourages people to take
responsibility for their own health and happiness by harmonizing with Nature and the cosmos.
The most effective way to do this is to eat a balanced natural-foods diet, centered on whole
grains and vegetables, in harmony with the seasons, the climate, and other environmental
factors.The value of this approach is now almost universally accepted. In its food guidelines for
the American people, the U.S. government officially promotes whole grains as the foundation of
a healthy diet. The newest version of the Food Guide Pyramid, released in 2005, calls for brown
rice, millet, whole wheat, and other grains to be the center of every meal.The benefits of a
macrobiotic diet are becoming increasingly recognized. At Harvard Medical School,
cardiovascular researchers report that people eating a macrobiotic diet for an average of two
years have virtually no risk of coronary heart disease, the major cause of death in modern
society. Scientists at Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisiana and the National Tumor



Institute in Milan, Italy report that a macrobiotic diet may help prevent or control cancer.
Researchers at the New England Medical Center in Boston report that macrobiotic women
process estrogen better than others and this may explain their low incidence of breast cancer.
The National Cancer Institute has approved the start of clinical trials on the macrobiotic
approach to cancer after reviewing several of 76 medically documented recoveries compiled by
researchers for the National Institutes of Health.Other medical studies have shown that a
macrobiotic way of eating is beneficial for improving childhood nutrition, reducing violent and
aggressive behavior among young juvenile offenders, controlling T-cells in young adults with
AIDS, improving geriatric and psychiatric health, and reducing multiple chemical
sensitivities.According to environmentalists, a macrobiotic-oriented diet will benefit the earth as
well as the people it sustains. Growing grains and vegetables as our staple crops instead of
animal foods reduces our dependence on fossil fuels, chemicals, and other toxins, enriches the
fertility of the soil, and results in cleaner air and water.Over the years, Denny Waxman has been
one of my closest students and associates and has served in the forefront of this health
revolution. He founded Essene, the pioneer natural-foods store in Philadelphia, in the late 1960s
and organized seminars on diet and health in the 1970s. In the early 1980s, he helped Anthony
J. Satillaro, M.D., the president of Methodist Hospital in Philadelphia, recover from terminal
cancer. The story was featured in the Saturday Evening Post, Life Magazine, and later in a best-
selling book Recalled by Life and has helped to popularize macrobiotics around the world. At the
Strengthening Health Institute that he founded in the 1990s, Denny has developed a simple,
practical approach to macrobiotic education that focuses on seven steps to better health.In The
Complete Macrobiotic Diet, Denny distills the essence of macrobiotic principles and teachings.
He presents his seven steps in a clear, concise way that can be readily understood and
practiced. Seasoned with insights and humor from his personal experience, counseling practice,
and global travels, the book offers a compass to maintaining health, happiness, and freedom. A
wealth of practical information, including lists of recommended foods, basic recipes, and meal
suggestions, helps the reader get started.Thanks to Denny and a remarkable generation of
macrobiotic teachers, counselors, and natural-food cooks, the seeds of a healthy, peaceful
world community have been planted. The Complete Macrobiotic Diet is a passport to a healthier,
more harmonious life.Michio KushiBrookline, MassachusettsFebruary 4, 2006Michio Kushi is
the leader of the international macrobiotic community. The Smithsonian Institution recognized
his pioneering contribution to the modern organic natural-foods movement; complementary and
alternative medicine; and peace education by establishing a permanent Kushi Family Collection
on Macrobiotics at the National Museum of American History in Washington,
D.C.TESTIMONIALS“No disease that can be treated by diet should be treated with any other
means.”—Maimonides“He who has health has hope, and he who has hope has everything.”—
Arabic ProverbFacts and lessons learned from guiding Dr. Anthony Sattilaro to health from
terminal prostate cancer.Dr. Anthony Sattilaro was the president of Methodist Hospital in
Philadelphia. In May 1978, he was diagnosed with terminal prostate cancer that had spread to



his whole body. In August 1979, the cancer was gone. After further medical tests in 1981, his
doctors declared him to be in complete remission.My first client, Mona Schwartz, was at my
house when Dr. Sattilaro came for a consultation with me. He had found out about me by
accident after picking up some hitchhikers who were cooks at my summer camp. When he left,
Mona asked me to look after him the same way that I had done with her. My impetus to look after
him personally the best way that I could was at her urging. I invited Dr. Sattilaro to eat at my
house every day and guided him with food recommendations: more of this, less of that, focus
here, etc. I helped him to develop the skill to make decisions that support health.He attended
lectures and seminars about macrobiotic eating and never missed a cooking class. The
macrobiotic community in Philadelphia at the time also fully supported and encouraged him
throughout the recovery process. I introduced him to Michio Kushi, who also became a part of
his recovery.Dr. Sattilaro documented his recovery at every step. His story was published first by
the Saturday Evening Post and Life magazine and later in his book Recalled by Life, which
became an international best seller. The articles are available to read on my website.I learned
many lessons about what it meant to me to be a counselor through guiding Dr. Sattilaro. I gained
a deep confidence in my own ability to help people create lasting health, especially when I had
the ability to guide them closely. Terminal illness means modern medicine does not have the
understanding or the technology to help or reverse it. I have personally observed hundreds of
people reverse terminal illness. My life’s work has evolved into doing what medicine can’t.
Hippocrates, the father of western medicine, recommended diet and lifestyle practices as the
best medicine.Macrobiotics is about the cultivation of spiritual, mental, and physical health. Even
in sickness, the emphasis is still on the cultivation of health. As we increase health, sickness
naturally diminishes in our life. “Recovery” in macrobiotics is a spiritual revolution where we learn
how to guide and create our own health and life.Active participants in their own recovery always
do better. They take the time to find out what to do and get involved with creating their own
health. The journey toward health is an energizing adventure, and education is a very important
part of the process.Proper support is vital for any recovery; support is more than approval, it is a
collaboration. Real support means “let’s do this together” and moves us toward our goal of
health.In my experience, there are three common points that lead to recovery. The first is finding
good guidance. The second is education through books and seminars. The third is putting
together a good support team. People who make recovery their number one priority are the ones
who recover.The following testimonials are from some of my clients. People accomplished
seemingly miraculous transformations after accurately and vigorously applying the principles in
this book. Some people have chosen to combine these principles with traditional medical
treatments while others have used them alone. In either case, please consult with your medical
professional before making these dietary and lifestyle modifications. It is also important to find a
medical professional who will support you in your healing journey. I am sure you will be inspired
from these experiences. Our bodies have amazing healing abilities when we treat them with
love, care, and respect.THE STORY OF STACEY L. CANTOR-ADKINS, M.D.Macrobiotics saved



my life. Eighteen years ago, I was incapacitated with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, from which I
had been suffering for fourteen years. Then I discovered macrobiotics and Denny Waxman, and
my fortunes began to change. He showed me that my diet and lifestyle contributed to my illness
and how, by reversing these factors, I could heal myself. With a lot of hard work, I was able to
reclaim my health and my life.Three years later, Denny then guided me through a natural and
healthy pregnancy and childbirth. Afterwards, he counseled me in raising my child according to
the macrobiotic lifestyle.I began to study with Denny Waxman as soon as I began counseling
with him. I completed the two-year Macrobiotic Counselor Training Program at the Strengthening
Health Institute and continued with the Graduate Studies Program. I can say from my vast
experience that Denny is an educator, counselor, and motivator par excellence. With his keen
intuition and his mastery of macrobiotic theory, he offers amazingly effective solutions and
recommendations. He clearly explains how macrobiotics is a way of understanding the universal
laws of Nature, so we can make better choices about how to direct our lives. His teachings
extend far beyond individual self-healing, however. He teaches how this universal macrobiotic
understanding can also be used to create practical approaches to healing environmental,
societal, and global ills.Denny Waxman is a serious thinker and true visionary with a large world
view, working to promote personal and planetary health. He is the kind of inspirational leader of
which the world is in short supply. He is uniquely poised to lead us through these troubled times,
by showing us how we can rediscover our common sense and intuition to live to our full potential
and create a more peaceful and joyous world.THE STORY OF NOELLE ARTHERHOLT, FUND
ACCOUNTANT AND MOMIt has been three years since my diagnosis with a Cavernous Sinus
Meningioma, basically a benign brain tumor in a not so good location. I was 33 and had 10
weeks left in my 2nd pregnancy. I went for several opinions on how best to address my situation
and was given opinions ranging from surgery to radiation. The consistency in the opinions
regarded the permanency of symptoms of double vision and numbness of my tongue and the
right side of my face if I did not go for treatment. I truly felt in my heart that I could heal myself
and thus began my journey to find an advocate.From the moment I met Denny, I felt comfortable
and confident in his knowledge and advice on what I should adapt in my life. By furthermore
attending the Strengthening Health Institute, I learned the skills I needed, from the fundamentals
of macrobiotics, to food preparation and menu planning.All my symptoms have since
disappeared and although doctors advised me not to have any more children on chance of my
tumor being hormone-related, I did have a third child. It was a beautiful pregnancy with no
complications or symptoms. I am grateful for all that you continue to teach me as I evolve on my
macrobiotic journey amidst the wonderful chaos of my house with three healthy young
children.“Each patient carries his own doctor inside him.”—Norman CousinsTHE STORY OF
JOHN AND TOINI WILLIAMS, SENIOR MAINTENANCE REPAIRFour days after our wedding, I
was diagnosed with testicular cancer. In support of my desire to try a natural healing approach,
my wife Toini got some books on macrobiotics. We discovered Denny Waxman through Recalled
By Life by Dr. Anthony Sattilaro. We went to see Denny and began a journey that transformed



our lives and how we view health.I strictly followed Denny’s dietary recommendations for two
years. The tumor shrank, and the pain went away. I felt so good, I went off the diet and the
cancer spread fast and suddenly. Cat scans and other tests revealed that I had stage 3 testicular
seminoma. To my great fortune, two doctors on staff at Methodist Hospital in Philadelphia
(where Dr. Sattilaro worked) were macrobiotic themselves and were a great encouragement to
me as I underwent the chemo and radiation that was to follow. Once the chemo and radiation
halted the cancer, I was told that any more chemo would kill me. After surgery, I decided to
seriously return to the diet to heal. One huge side effect of all the treatment was that I would not
be able to father children.When we told Denny about it, he assured us that within two years of
following his dietary and lifestyle recommendations, I could eliminate all the toxins and reverse
the effect of the chemo and radiation. In just a little over two years time, our first son was born on
Christmas morning. Another son and two daughters were to follow, our youngest born to us
when we were forty-four years old.At a newborn-baby checkup with our third child, the doctor
asked about my medical history. When I told him about my bout with stage 3 testicular cancer
and the treatments, he looked confused. He though I had undergone treatment AFTER my wife
was pregnant and when he found out, he was amazed. He stated that men who go through the
treatments for this cancer cannot father children.Although healing from cancer and fathering
children when I was told I wouldn’t be able to are dramatic aspects to this story, the everyday
benefits are what make up a life of transformation. Denny’s intuition and recommendations, even
over the phone, are invaluable for health crises. It is uncanny how he can recommend a drink or
dish that will eliminate physical problems. Our seventeen-year-old daughter recently said she
feels confident she can deal with most everyday illness herself using her knowledge of the diet. I
feel truly blessed to know Denny Waxman, and grateful that he dedicated his life to the study of
macrobiotics and strengthening health.THE STORY OF NANCY WOLFSON-MOCHE,
NOURISHMENT EDUCATOR, COUNSELOR, AND BLOGGERPrior to getting married, I sought
help from Denny for a few different conditions that were completely resolved after following his
recommendations. When I got married at forty-two, I began trying to conceive. After several
months, and after learning I was not eligible for any hi-tech fertility treatments due to my elevated
FSH level, I went to see Denny. I worked closely with him and over the course of a year my FSH
dropped by 25 points. Soon after that, I became pregnant at age forty-four. Denny guided me
through a healthy pregnancy and I worked closely with him during the first few years of my
daughter’s life. He was always responsive, open, and highly professional. Over the following five
years we worked closely to tweak and fine-tune my diet and lifestyle. With Denny’s guidance and
support, I was able to have a second baby at the age of fifty-one.Denny is a brilliant, generous,
patient, and wise counselor, teacher, and thinker.“The doctor of the future will no longer treat the
human frame with drugs, but rather will cure and prevent disease with nutrition.”—Thomas
EdisonTHE STORY OF SIGRID GEERLINGS, SENIOR ASSOCIATE FOR NEW THEME INC.I
think I might be the medical version of an X-file, which rather thrills me. I’m referring of course to
the TV show about FBI cases concerning unexplained phenomena, filed away and forgotten.



Similarly, my carcinoma’s disappearance thanks to macrobiotics will not be included in any
medical statistics or even written up in my personal medical file as such; it was deemed
unexplainable by my surgeon. Yet the truth about the way the body can heal itself is out
there.About two years ago, I had really bad migraines. My husband had been macrobiotic twenty
years earlier and told me to call Denny Waxman. When I called Denny to make an appointment I
mentioned that my son, who was four at the time, had speech delay and a number of other
vague global delay symptoms that were deemed either extremely serious or totally transient,
depending on which professional gave what opinion. My son and I both went to see Denny, and
in both our cases we were helped enormously by making just the basic changes. My son
improved overnight!Shortly after that, a mammogram and a needle biopsy showed that I had
DCIS, or Ductal Carcinoma In Situ, which is a stage 0 cancer, with III grade cell necrosis. My
medical treatment options ranged from a full mastectomy of both breasts, and medication for life
since I was “lucky” enough to have the right kind of cancer, to a lumpectomy with radiation.
When I told one of my doctors that I wanted to try macrobiotics for 6 months, he allowed that for
that period of time, my condition probably wouldn’t become life-threatening, so I felt quite safe to
delay and hopefully avoid medical intervention. The very next day, I received a call that they had
looked at the biopsy slides again and found a suspicious-looking spot that might be interpreted
as an inflammatory cancer. They urged me to at least get a lumpectomy right away. I thought
they tried to scare me into going the medical route. At my most cynical, I thought they wanted me
on board because I would make a pretty good candidate for their HER2 clinical study, being
fairly young and healthy. Instead, I went back to Denny.I took the Strengthening Health Intensive,
which changed my whole being. From that weekend on, I cooked gorgeous and delicious food,
took walks, rubbed my skin, tried to meditate, and received amazing Shiatsu massages. I
discharged.About 4 months after I took the Strengthening Health Intensive, my breast started to
hurt. Denny and I suspected that the metal marker left at the site of the biopsy was causing the
pain. I needed surgery to have it removed. The tissue my surgeon took out was completely clear
of DCIS.Before the surgery, my surgeon said: Hey, if it’s gone, we’ll say macrobiotics cured it.
After the results came back, she said: I can’t say macrobiotics cured it. Maybe the needle biopsy
removed it all, maybe it went away by itself. She Scullied me and I’m sure the word
“macrobiotics” never made it into my medical file; it’s an unexplained disappearance of cancer.I
believe . . .THE STORY OF STEVE GITTELMAN, WOODWORKER AND SUSAN HEINEMAN,
FINANCIAL EDUCATION & T’AI CHI INSTRUCTORMy partner Steve was diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s at age fifty-seven. After the diagnosis, he agreed to change his diet. We decided to
explore the macrobiotic path and began counseling with Denny Waxman. Steve followed the
recommendations and hoped the food would help him.Denny Waxman’s counseling during
those years was crucial for both Steve and me. I credit Denny’s guidance and the diet for
bringing stability and a sense of confidence and well-being into Steve’s life. Denny gave us
purpose, direction, clarity, and hope.As a result of working with Denny Waxman, the following
changes took place for Steve:•Chronic dandruff gone•Lowered and normalized



cholesterol•Gradual, effortless 50-pound weight loss, balancing to his ideal 160•Stabilized blood
sugar levels•Improvement in mood, attitude, clarity of thinking, freedom of movement, overall
well-beingTHE STORY OF JACK SCHULTZ, CEO/PRESIDENT JERSEY SHORE STEEL:
GREEN STEEL MANUFACTURERFive years ago, I underwent a total knee replacement. My
wife, Carole, is very careful concerning her diet and she suggested that I exercise the same
discipline concerning my diet as well. Under the direction of Denny Waxman, and with the help
of his wife, Susan, and Carole, a healing diet was recommended.I remained in Philadelphia for
six weeks, doing my exercises and watching my diet. After the initial six weeks, my surgeon and
his staff were so pleased with my progress that they felt it was unnecessary for me to return to
Philadelphia for the normal twelve-week post-op checkup. When I returned to Williamsport to
continue my therapy, the therapist inquired where I had the operation since she had never seen
anyone recover as quickly as I had. I attribute my quick recovery, my loss of forty pounds, and
the fact that I was able to get off the pain medication so quickly, to the discipline I followed
concerning my diet.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book represents a major portion of my life, and
these acknowledgments are for all of the people who have helped me and are therefore a part of
it.Without my parents, Anna and Herman Waxman, I would not be able to offer this book. I
acknowledge them with deepest respect and appreciation.To Michio and Aveline Kushi, my
spiritual parents, who have spent their lives teaching macrobiotics and spreading it throughout
the world. They have given me endless inspiration, encouragement, and personal guidance.To
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and hard to make this book possible.To Stephanie Bartusis, whose persistence, insight, and
bright enthusiasm helped bring this new addition to life.To my wife, Susan, who shares this book,
my life, and my dreams. Susan cooks like an angel and her caring, loving nature comes through
in every dish she makes. I hope you experience it through her recipes.To Takashi Yoshikawa,
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we have used to strengthen the health and lives of all of those we have been privileged to
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and Gabor Szalontay, with whom we have shared many macrobiotic adventures.There are so
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Michelle Nemer, Tom Spring, Robert and Kathryn Burdick, Russ and Nancy Merrick, Phil and
Susan Harris, Carole and Jack Schultz, Stewart Raffill and Diane Kirman, Ruth Ann and Jeffrey
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Deborah Albanese, Ralph Jenkins, Carlotta Lala, Natasha Novoselova, Jeff Silberman and
Sigrid Geerlings, Mary McCabe, Loretta Lombardi, Kirin McElwain, Traci Opdahl, Peggy
Pastore, Georgene Pijut, Theresa Schultz, Kathy Duggan, Gina Compello, Stephen Prudente,
and all of our friends at Essene, without whom our dream of building a school could not have
been realized.To our many other friends, too numerous to name, but you know who you are and I
thank you.—Denny WaxmanIn addition to all of the people listed previously, I would like to share
my personal acknowledgments.A very special thank you to my parents, Barbara and Jared
Schwalm, for their love, nurturance, and wisdom, which has given me the foundation to help
become the person I am today.To all of my family, especially my sister and brother-in-law, Julie
and Loren Wolgemuth, Howard Waxman and Janet Jaffe, my children, grandchildren, and Ichi. I
love you all!A special thank you to my dear friend Ralph Jenkins, who is always there for me,
introduced me to macrobiotics, and got me started on this journey.To my dear friends, Mona
Schwartz and Ellen Brodkey, who have encouraged, mentored, and helped me to develop as a
teacher and as a woman.A huge thank you to Kirin McElwain for all of her hard work, dedication,
inspiration, love, and most of all friendship. To Stephanie Bartusis for her patience, hard work,
inspiration and organizing us, which is not an easy task! Thank you both for helping us to bring
our voice to paper.Thank you to all of my friends, who know who they are, and more importantly I
know who they are. Thank you for putting up with me, waiting for me to get ready, for loving and
supporting me, and sharing good times.Finally I would like to thank my husband, Denny
Waxman, whose insight into philosophy, health, diet, and lifestyle is brilliant. Thank you for
loving, teaching, and encouraging me. Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this book
and finally express my work and knowledge on a much broader level. My hope is that many
people read and become inspired with this book and our work.—Susan
WaxmanFOREWORD“Take care of your body with steadfast fidelity. The soul must see things
through these eyes alone, and if they are dim, the whole world is clouded.”—Johann Wolfgang
von GoetheThis book represents more than four decades of my life. Since I first tasted brown
rice in 1967, I have been committed to understanding the principles of macrobiotics through
study, practice, counseling, and teaching. I have used the profound wisdom contained in these
principles to transform my own life, to help raise healthy children, to guide thousands of clients
back to health, and to improve the health of countless others who have attended my seminars
over the years. My goal has been, and continues to be, to find new ways to simplify and clarify
these fundamental principles so they can be understood easily and practiced accurately by
anyone interested in this way of life. Good health is our birthright and our heritage and ought to



be available to everyone.People want better health, but they don’t know how to achieve it. There
is simply too much information available, and it changes at too rapid a pace to be reliable.
What’s worse, this information, on which many people base their health practices, often turns
out to be conflicting. My first book, Ten Steps to Strengthening Health, published in 1997, was
written with the intention of cutting through all the confusion. However, the world has changed
rapidly and profoundly since then and, while the principles of macrobiotics are bedrock and
don’t change, the ways in which we put these principles into practice must. If we fail to adapt to
the ever-changing conditions around us, through ignorance or neglect, our health will suffer.
Seven Steps to Strengthening Health was conceived as a guide to the changed world in which
we find ourselves. Please don’t be misled by it being called the “Seven Steps.” Logic might tell
you that there are three fewer steps, but actually there are two additional ones. The ten steps
were preserved but restructured into five steps and then two new steps were added.We can all
make better choices every day, under any circumstances, if we understand what constitutes a
good choice. The Strengthening Health Approach to Macrobiotics, which stresses an orderly
approach to eating and living, is based on creating good eating habits, healthful food choices,
and a way of life that nourishes the spirit. Both books came into existence because of the
frustration I felt at seeing people make often-heroic efforts to improve their health, yet not
achieve the hoped-for results. I have tested and observed the value of the Strengthening Health
principles over many years, and I am no longer amazed when I see a person change
dramatically after just two or three weeks of following these principles.“Tradition is a guide and
not a jailer.”—W. Somerset MaughamMacrobiotic practice developed from the common
understanding and experience of the world’s long-standing civilizations. We have inherited a
great wealth from these civilizations. History is our guidebook. Science now continues to validate
history. The personal, social, and environmental benefits of a healthful diet and lifestyle have
already been scientifically proven. It will not be long before science confirms the value of a life
lived in the spirit of gratitude and appreciation. The way to a healthy future for all is to combine
history and science.The Complete Macrobiotic Diet uses the word “diet” in its original meaning
as a way of life. This book provides the tools, practical applications, and understanding to live a
healthy, and enjoyable, plant-based a way of life.INTRODUCTION“The first wealth is health.”—
Ralph Waldo EmersonFebruary 10, 1969 was the turning point of my life. It was the first day of
my macrobiotic practice. A lot has happened since that day; a lot had happened before that day.
I’d like to tell you about some of it.I didn’t embark on this way of life because of illness or
because I saw it as a way of increasing my energy, but because I was dissatisfied with my life. I
had always had more than enough energy, perhaps too much, and my head was filled with
ideas. My problem was figuring out what to do with all that vitality and all those ideas—in other
words, what to do with my life.I was graduated from high school in 1967, at the age of seventeen.
Rather than work at a job I knew I wouldn’t enjoy, I decided to try college. Six months into the first
semester, I found my classes so boring and so meaningless that I dropped out to study on my
own. That plan didn’t work out either. The books I read depressed me even more. Many of them



spoke of the glorious life and greatly enhanced abilities you could achieve through the
development of your consciousness. Though their approaches differed, on one point the authors
were all in agreement. In order to move in this direction, a teacher was required. But none of
these books told me where to find one.It was during this somewhat dark and restless period of
my life that I first heard the word “macrobiotics.” A friend’s older brother used it in the process of
describing a way of getting high by eating just brown rice. Of course, that is hardly what
macrobiotics is all about, but it caught my attention because of my own disastrous diet. I was a
junk-food addict. I ate meat only if it was between two slices of bread and I hated vegetables. I
lived on sandwiches, pizza, cookies, candy, cake, and soft drinks. Breakfast was my most
substantial meal of the day, and it consisted of a toasted bagel with butter and a coke. I will say,
in my defense, that around this time I did notice that I was eating more and more junk food and
feeling less and less satisfied—so the thought of eating brown rice and feeling better was quite
appealing. Eager as I was to learn more about macrobiotics, no one I asked could tell me
anything. My own stubbornness made me persist in the search and, eventually, a book appeared
that would change my life.THE UNIFYING PRINCIPLEI came home one day to a house I shared
with a group of friends in Philadelphia, to find a copy of You Are All Sanpuku by George Ohsawa,
the “father” of macrobiotics, on my bed. To this day, I have no idea how it got there. The book,
which has an extensive introduction by William Dufty, one of Ohsawa’s star students,
transported me. It was the first book I’d ever read from beginning to end in one sitting and
everything I had been searching for was in it. Ohsawa believed that we have the capacity to
change our lives—that it is out of our daily diet and lifestyle, things over which we have some
measure of control, that we create our lives, for better or worse.Ohsawa’s book introduced me to
the ancient eastern concept of Yin Yang, the principle of balance, harmony, and change. He
called it the “unique” or “unifying principle” because it explained both the unity and diversity of all
things. In the Eastern way of thinking, all of life has this dual nature.I was more than ready to try
something new. I went out the next day and bought brown rice, sea salt, and mu tea (a kind of
Eastern herbal drink), and rushed home to cook my first meal. The taste was interesting—not
good, not bad—but I felt wonderful and inspired. And so it was that I began my first 10-day rice
fast as described by Ohsawa in his book. I didn’t know it at the time, but this was also the
beginning of a new and wonderful life. Nor did I know I was having my first lesson in the unifying
principle. And I most certainly didn’t know that trouble was on the way.The third day of my new
regimen found me in the supermarket, buying a half-gallon of ice cream, a box of graham
crackers, and a quart of orange juice. By the time I reached the checkout counter, I’d eaten most
everything in the cart. To say that I was disappointed and confused is to understate the case. I
knew in my heart that this philosophy and way of life were what I had been looking for—but,
obviously, the diet was impossible. I had to find someone who knew more about macrobiotics.As
luck would have it, one day while I was having lunch in a health-food store, a guy with a very
intense look about him walked in. For some reason, I thought he might be macrobiotic and I was
right. He told me he had come to Philadelphia to change the consciousness level of the city by



opening a macrobiotic restaurant and that, yes, he was open to having a partner. A few days
later, Stanley and I leased space in an underground mall called Sansom Village. That was on
February 10, 1969.Shortly afterwards, Stanley introduced me to Rod and Peggy House, two of
Philadelphia’s early macrobiotic friends, who gave me some invaluable dietary advice. The first
thing they did was to suggest that I eat vegetables along with my brown rice, a change that
made all the difference. That night, I ate my last steak sandwich and made my personal vow to
practice the macrobiotic way of life. With the help and guidance of Rod and Peggy, I found the
diet easy to follow and the food delicious and satisfying. What I learned from my earlier,
unsuccessful attempt to change my diet became the central point of what I would teach others—
the importance of flexibility and common sense coupled with the understanding that change can
happen gradually or it can happen in a flash.A few days after we signed the lease, Stanley and I
learned that the space wasn’t zoned for a restaurant, which forced us to change our plans. We
decided instead to open a food market with a lunch counter. We called it Essene Macrobiotic
Supply. Shortly before the store opened, Michio Kushi, a world- renowned authority on
macrobiotics and a former student of George Ohsawa’s, came to Philadelphia to give a two-day
seminar. I was one of the two hundred and seventy-five people who had gathered to greet him,
and when I asked if he had any advice for our store he said, “Keep it clean. If it’s not clean, it’s
not macrobiotic. I have seen many stores and restaurants that are not macrobiotic although they
claim to be.”I couldn’t believe that these were his words of wisdom. Keep it clean? Once again, I
didn’t understand the importance of what I was hearing. But I kept the store clean; and over the
years, when people would comment on its cleanliness and tell me how wonderful it was to shop
in such a place, I would thank them and think of Michio with gratitude.We opened to the public
on March 21, 1969 with six different products on the shelves, all of them in brown paper bags.
People thought we were selling dog food. We weren’t disheartened. We continued to sell
packaged grains from the shelves, adding some prepared food at the counter—cooked brown
rice, miso soup, sautéed vegetables, raw salad, home-baked bread with apple or peanut butter,
organic apple juice, fresh carrot juice, and bancha tea.Apparently, customers liked what we had
to offer. They returned, bringing friends. Business grew, and we were able to fill the shelves with
a variety of products. Our customers were curious. They wanted to know more about this
mysterious food and the philosophy behind it. I told them about the wonders of eating grains and
vegetables and about the harm that animal food, dairy, sugar, and refined foods were inflicting
on their bodies and minds. Some were interested; others were not and left. I decided to stop
talking before we lost them all! Something good came out of this, however. I noticed that our
regular customers began to change. They looked different—fresher, younger, more attractive.
And these changes happened in a very short time.PERSONAL CHANGES AND STUDIESI was
changing too. I had even more energy than before, even though my workday was very long and
physically arduous. And I found I needed only five hours of sleep a night. I fell asleep quickly and
awoke easily—just as George Ohsawa had said in his book. I was the cook and the baker. Every
night at home, I prepared the sourdough bread and left it to rise on the heater. Every morning, at



a little past five A.M., I baked the bread, prepared the day’s food, and transported it to the store.
The food was kept warm in double boilers on electric hot plates.Four changes convinced me of
the personal benefits of my macrobiotic practice. First, I began to thoroughly enjoy grains and
vegetables—and to feel satisfied by them. Remember that this discovery followed years of my
refusing to eat vegetables or anything resembling “real food.” My mother had had to strain the
vegetables out of my soup before I would consider eating it! Once I began to appreciate
vegetables, my incessant craving for junk food faded. The more macrobiotic food I ate, the more
I enjoyed it. This was a revelation to someone with a history of always looking for his next
snack.Second, after several months of macrobiotic practice, I noticed that my libido and sexual
vitality were increasing. I can’t say I’d really noticed a decline, since it had occurred gradually
over a period of a few years, but apparently my junk-food diet and abusive lifestyle had
weakened me more than I’d realized.The third change, though, was the most significant.
Through macrobiotics, I discovered my direction in life. The future was filled with meaning. Each
day was an adventure. I no longer counted the hours until I could go home, as I’d done in every
job I’d ever held until then.And, fourth, I was able, finally, to see the value and power in my own
life. When I was growing up, I was full of admiration for nearly everyone else. I believed everyone
had better qualities or a better life than I. After practicing macrobiotics for a while, there came a
day when I awoke thinking, “I’m glad I’m me.” Somehow, I had gained confidence in myself and in
my life. I felt refreshed and renewed. I could only attribute this profound change in outlook to my
macrobiotic practice and study.There were just two macrobiotic cookbooks at the time: Zen
Cookery by George Ohsawa and Zen Macrobiotic Cooking by Michel Abehsera. I tried new
recipes every day. Cooking became an adventure. I was amazed and excited by how well the
dishes turned out. Even non-macrobiotic friends liked them.The store was my other big
adventure. I looked forward to meeting the customers and seeing what they bought and what
they ate. Talking with them, and attempting to answer their questions, made me increasingly
aware of my own lack of experience and understanding of macrobiotics. My dream was to study
with Michio Kushi. Up to this point, my studies had been solely with Rod and Peggy House. Rod
had given me my first shiatsu massage and had begun to teach me how to give shiatsu.
(Shiatsu, a massage technique that uses finger pressure, has become widely accepted because
of its effectiveness in dealing with a variety of common health problems.) Peggy had taught me
to cook, and both of them had encouraged me to stay in Philadelphia to develop Essene.About a
month after Essene opened, I visited one of Michio Kushi’s study houses in Brookline,
Massachusetts. Living in a study house seemed the best way to deepen my understanding of
macrobiotics. It would also give me a chance to hear Michio speak. He lectured a few evenings a
week, and each lecture was a revelation. To witness his capacity for life, to receive the gift of his
understanding of Nature, the universe, health, science, and history was mind altering. I couldn’t
get enough.I decided to see Michio for a consultation. He invited me over at lunchtime and didn’t
stop eating while we talked. After some brief casual conversation, he looked at my palm and told
me I was a hard worker. Then he drew the standard macrobiotic diet on a small piece of paper. I



asked if I should eat fish. He said, “not much.” I asked if there was anything else he had to tell
me. He told me to eat miso soup every day. I prodded him some more. He told me about the
special leadership seminar he was giving over the summer. I decided then and there to go even
though Essene needed my attention.“I have never let my schooling interfere with my
education.”—Mark TwainMichio lectured nearly every day for three months during that summer.
The topics included macrobiotic philosophy and cooking, shiatsu massage, Oriental diagnosis
and medicine, meditation, and other spiritual practices. I felt as if I had finally begun to practice
macrobiotics. I had learned so much that was new and inspiring from Michio’s lectures and from
my stay in the study house. I returned to Philadelphia filled with the spirit of macrobiotics and
eager to make Michio’s teachings a part of my own life and to share them with others.About six
months after we opened Essene, Stanley disappeared and was never heard from again. So it
was that when Rod and Peggy House left for Brookline, I became, by default, Philadelphia’s
macrobiotic leader. Although I was only twenty-one at that time, I was the person with the most
experience in macrobiotic studies and practice. I began teaching immediately, and within the
year I was able to offer private counseling to clients.Forty-some years have passed since then,
and in all that time I have never stopped studying. The focus of my thinking has been and
continues to be how best to apply the principles of macrobiotics to the daily strengthening of
individual, social, and planetary health.HOW I DISCOVERED THE STRENGTHENING HEALTH
APPROACHOver the years, I’ve observed thousands of people practice macrobiotics—some
with great success and some with none at all. I’ve spent a great deal of time trying to pinpoint the
difference between a successful practice and a failed one.Generally speaking, people who
undertake the practice of macrobiotics fall into one of two groups: those interested in
macrobiotics as a way of life, and those interested in the diet. By and large, those drawn to the
macrobiotic philosophy tend to approach macrobiotics with an open mind and a sense of
excitement. They don’t feel limited or restricted by the practice. On the contrary, they feel they
have received the gift of freedom.Those who come because of the diet, having heard that the
diet is strict, limited, and arduous, tend, unfortunately, to model their practice along those lines.
Unless the individuals in this group can learn to appreciate macrobiotics as a flexible,
harmonious, and satisfying way of life, they often have difficulty adapting to and staying with the
practice.After many years of counseling, I decided it was time to look at how macrobiotics was
being presented to the world. My goal was to find a way to make macrobiotics more open and
accessible to the general public. In 1992, in search of insight, my family and I moved to Portugal.
We stayed there three years. One beautiful day, while sitting on the beach gazing at the water
and enjoying the sunshine, an idea came to me. Why not teach people how and what to add to
their lives, rather than focus on how and what to give up?WHAT IS A MACROBIOTIC DIET,
ANYWAY?George Ohsawa introduced macrobiotics to the United States in 1950. He created ten
diets that you will find summarized in the following chart. His ten diets ranged from No. 7, a diet
consisting only of grains, down to No. –3, a diet consisting of 10% grains and 90% other foods.
The numbering is purposeful and the number seven is especially significant. God created the



earth in seven days; there are seven days in a week; seven is the number of orbits in a complete
spiral.Diet No.GrainsVegetablesSoupAnimalSalad/FruitDessert7100%690%10%580%20%10%
470%30%10%360%30%10%250%30%10%10%140%30%10%20%-130%30%10%20%10%-2
20%30%10%25%10%5%-310%30%10%30%15%5%Doesn’t the chart seem to imply that Diet
No. 7 is the best one? That Diet No. 6 is not quite as good but still worthy? After all, we marvel at
the beauty of six-sided figures like snowflakes or honeycombs. That Diet No. 5 is also appealing,
a strong number calling to mind a pentagon? Don’t the negative or minus numbers make us feel
as if we are being penalized? If this is your thinking, you are not alone. Many people at one time
or another have believed that Diet No. 7, in its total devotion to grain, is the ideal.Although I never
met George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi believe that his true intention was to show the
variety possible in macrobiotic practice and not to rank the diets. Even though Ohsawa was
incredibly diverse in his practice and lifestyle, many of those who followed his teachings were
not. And many of those who knew Ohsawa personally insist that his teachings alone are valid.
He had a kind of power about him that captivated people.THE KUSHI STANDARD
MACROBIOTIC DIETTo dispel the notion that a macrobiotic diet demands adherence to a single
plan, the Kushis used another approach. They averaged Ohsawa’s ten diets to show the variety
and flexibility available in macrobiotic practice. They created the Standard Macrobiotic Diet and
made it easily accessible by presenting it as a pie divided into various-sized slices:•40% to 60%
cereal grains•1 to 2 bowls of soup•20% to 30% vegetables•5% to 10% beans and sea
vegetables•Other foods revolving around the main ones, including condiments, seasonings,
nuts, seeds, fruits, sweets, desserts, white-meat fish, and beverages.Most people who
encounter Ohsawa’s standard diet in table form perceive it as rigid, limited, and forbidding.
When they see the Kushis’ formulation—the pie shape—they envision a plate divided into
portions—a visual representation of how a meal should look. Here is the portion of grain, the
soup, etc. Here is the macrobiotic way of eating.Without meaning to, both these approaches
somehow give the impression that the goal is a perfect practice. They create the image that
macrobiotics is about perfection. But it’s always been my belief that the point of macrobiotics is
to recreate ourselves each day as who we really want to be. To accomplish this, we must create
an orderly life by learning how to make interesting, healthful choices. Perfection, even if there
were such a thing, is irrelevant. What we are looking for is an orderly and balanced way of life.
Why? Because it is in the nature of things that balance craves more balance.THE WAXMAN
PLANThe practice of macrobiotics needs to adapt to our changing personal and environmental
conditions over time. Through our experience, the higher percentage of grains recommended in
the past no longer has the same benefits as they once did. In general, people’s conditions have
changed due to weaker quality of food and lack of physical activity and contact with the natural
environment. Most people spend too much time indoors or sitting at a desk. It’s time for a new
balance to adapt to modern times.In our own practice and recommendations, we’ve been
decreasing the percentage of grains and increasing vegetables. We recommend that most
people start out with an equal amount of grains and vegetables throughout the day. If your



digestion feels heavy, you can try decreasing grains a bit. And if you feel a lack of focus and
vitality, you can try increasing grains slightly. We’ve also found that most people need more
beans now than in the past, and we recommend one to one and a half servings of beans/bean
products (combinations of beans, tofu, and tempeh) often or daily. A serving of beans is one half
to one cup.Food is our strongest desire. In a contest between a craving and an individual’s
willpower, the craving always wins. For example, if you consume enough salt, you will feel thirsty
and have to drink. If you eat dry toast regularly, sooner or later you will begin to crave something
sweet or rich like butter or jam to put on it. If you resist the temptation, you will crave something
even sweeter and richer later on. There is no exception. In the end, food always wins. Better to
discard the notion that the macrobiotic diet demands perfect obedience. If you don’t, trouble will
follow.Our second strongest desire is for sex. Few people can conquer the desire for sex. A
strong desire can be suppressed, diminished, or even lost because of declining health, but the
loss of desire usually has a harmful effect on the other parts of our lives.It’s easy to extend the
idea that if perfection is possible in the areas of diet and sexual activity, it is also possible in
other areas of life, in work, for instance, or in relationships. But this is a completely unrealistic
concept, and to guide our lives according to it would be supremely foolish and lead only to
despair.According to this kind of wrong-headed thinking, if we should eat something that doesn’t
fit with our notion of the perfect diet, then we’re no longer macrobiotic—the experiment is over.
Now let’s try a different way of looking at the subject: instead of worrying about giving up certain
foods, instead of thinking, “no meat, no chicken, no eggs, no this, no that,” why not consider
adding foods. Ask yourself “what would be good for me to eat, what would I really like to eat,
what will further my life?”Don’t take anything away. Start by adding grains to your present diet. To
complement the grains, add vegetables. Follow that by adding soup. Finally, add other foods:
beans, sea vegetables, seeds, nuts, fruits, desserts, beverages, and possibly wild, white-meat
fish. Where you stop adding is up to you. Do you want to stop with a completely vegan or
vegetarian menu, or do you want to include fish? The choice is yours. When you approach the
subject this way, the likelihood of your wanting other animal food is remote. In my experience,
most people lose their taste for animal and dairy food after they begin eating grains and
vegetables. The rewards to mind and body are so enormous that we begin to crave the foods
that provide the most benefit and the greatest sense of health and well-being.As soon as we are
told not to have something, it seems we want it all the more. Prohibition increases desire.
Whether we really desire it or not is hardly the point. Restriction inevitably leads to excess. Let
me give you an example from my own life. I was never much of a fruit eater, but on one particular
day in Boston I ate a lot of it. That night, after Michio’s lecture, when I went up to ask him a
question, he replied only, “Too much fruit.” However, in spite of his remark, for the next few weeks
I ate more and more fruit. I couldn’t stop. It was as if a dam had burst. I don’t like fruit all that
much and here I was going crazy over it.Most people find it extremely difficult to give up their
favorite foods. We spend our entire lives eating a particular way and even though we may know
that the foods we love are making us sick, we cannot give them up without a struggle. Younger



people often have a harder time than older ones, perhaps because many older people
remember a more natural, orderly way of eating from their own childhood. Our memory for food
is very strong and, as we age, our tastes are more likely to revert to the tastes we developed
while we were growing up.The insight I was looking for, the one that came to me that day on the
beach in Portugal, was this: Why not begin the practice of macrobiotics by adding healthful
foods to the individual’s current diet? Why take anything away? Wouldn’t this approach help
people switch to the macrobiotic diet at their own pace and with less difficulty? My observation
since then has been that this approach works pretty well. From that day to this, my dream has
been to continue finding new ways to make the practice and value of macrobiotics more open
and accessible.In the mid-eighties, I had developed a program called Discovery that was
designed to teach people everything they needed to know about macrobiotics in one day. I also
incorporated a very abbreviated version of Discovery into my one-hour counseling sessions. At
the time, it was the only way I could think of to help my clients implement the major life-style
changes I was recommending to them.I devoted a five-minute portion of the Discovery program
to making the transition to a more healthful diet and lifestyle. I advised people on how to
encourage family and friends to change their ways of eating. As a first step, I introduced them to
more healthful foods and life-style practices. At the same time, I urged them not to worry about
giving up any of the foods they were attached to. But it was not until that day at the beach that I
realized just how widely applicable the principle behind Discovery was. In fact, the Discovery
program proved to be the seed for this book.On my regular trips back to the United States during
the years I lived in Portugal, I lectured often on the Strengthening Health approach. I offered
public seminars and a two-weekend-long course to train people in this approach. When I moved
back to the States in 1995, I made a concentrated effort to introduce this approach to as many
people as possible. An effort continues to this day at The Strengthening Health Institute, which
was founded in 1997 and became a nonprofit in 2002.Many of the clients who seek my help
come to me with serious illnesses, such as cancer and diabetes. Even so, I will sometimes
recommend that they add food that is more healthful to their diets before encouraging them to
give up the foods they usually eat. With very few exceptions, they gravitate naturally toward the
more healthful food.If we change our diet, even in a limited way, our food cravings change too.
Many of us feel guilty or weak-willed if we can’t stick to a specific diet. It’s important to
understand that by eating certain foods, we set ourselves up for failure. Cravings are not a
matter of mind control, discipline, or will power but are the expression of a mechanical process.
Cravings are a manifestation of the body’s desire for balance.My point is this: if you approach the
subject of eating healthfully in a positive manner by thinking of expanding your food choices
rather than denying yourself the foods you crave, you are more likely to be successful. Start by
selecting grains that satisfy and nourish you. Then choose vegetable dishes and other foods.
Make these choices part of your daily meals and, at the same time, make daily exercise a habit.
Finally, take a look at the other areas of your life and start to include things that can bring you to
balance. After a short while, you will begin to experience a kind of natural satisfaction. Then you



can decide how much you want to do on a regular basis in the areas of diet and eating habits,
exercise, and lifestyle. The choice is solely yours. Strengthening your health is an ongoing
process.This positive approach is the basic concept underlying Seven Steps to Strengthening
Health, and it is a concept that is infinitely adaptable. For instance, you may choose to eat the
best organically grown grains and grain products, or you may choose commercial whole wheat
or rye bread or pasta as your grain product. This flexibility means that you may practice these
principles in a diner, a deli, a fine restaurant, or at home.The vegetables you select can be of the
highest quality, organically grown from your own garden, freshly picked and prepared, or you
can order conventionally grown steamed broccoli at an Italian restaurant or at a diner. The same
principle applies to soup. The choice runs the gamut from the best homemade organic
vegetable soup to jazzed-up canned soup. You may apply these principles across the board—
wherever you find yourself. You can adjust food quality up or down, as long as you keep to the
format. You may use instant foods, microwave foods, restaurant and takeout foods, or you may
choose to prepare the best home-cooked food every day. There are many options and many
ways to apply the Strengthening Health principles to your own life. As you can see, what I’m
really talking about here is a way of life, an approach to life. What Seven Steps to Strengthening
Health offers is an orderly approach to life.As with most things in life, perception often
determines outcome. If you perceive macrobiotics as a closing spiral, one that narrows and limits
you, you will most probably abandon it because you will find the practice too difficult and too
rigid. If, on the other hand, you conceive of it as an opening spiral, one that expands your
freedom and widens your thinking, you will be off on a fabulous lifelong adventure. Your vision
and your approach are the catalysts to strengthening your health.In formulating these ideas, I
made a couple of conscious decisions. First, everything I had to say here would derive from
collective human experience and wisdom. Second, everything would have a basis in common
sense, one of the few qualities of mind I believe in strongly. Scientific theories come and go.
Common sense, grounded in human experience, prevails over time. I think it’s hard to fault any of
the seven steps. I want everyone to be able to prove or disprove these principles through their
own experience. I am sure if you try them for two or three weeks, you will see the value they have
for your life.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKThere is something for everyone, and there are multiple
points of entry into getting started with The Complete Macrobiotic Diet. First, the most important
thing is the desire to make changes; everything starts from that point. Since health is a direction,
any step in that direction is a benefit. We get benefit from what we do, not from what we don’t do.
If you’re already practicing a vegetarian or vegan diet, you can go to the Healthful Foods List and
begin incorporating these foods into your diet. Or you can visit the Recipes section and
familiarize yourself with some of the macrobiotic cooking styles. If you’re not ready to change
your diet, you can look at eating habits or lifestyle practices. You may decide it’s time to start
walking outside or getting some green plants in your home so they will serve as a reminder of
your commitment to your health.The point is, if we add something healthful into our life, whether
or not it’s food, we attract other healthful things into our life as well. For most people, a gradual



approach is better if there is no need for rapid changes to their health. Progress toward health is
like life: some days are better than others. If some days do not go the way you like, try not to let
yourself get discouraged. It’s a journey, after all, so just try to continue in the direction of
health.The use for a long-time practitioner of macrobiotics is that this book provides an orderly
structure to refocus their macrobiotic practice. For those who are new to macrobiotics, my
intention was to simplify and rearrange the core of the macrobiotic practice into steps that can
be approached systematically. Since balance craves balance, anything that is balanced in your
life will move you in the direction of health. I think it is better to practice at your own pace and to
introduce each new step once you are ready than to bite off more than you can chew and
become overwhelmed. It’s easier to give up once you become overwhelmed. Some of my clients
don’t come back, or give up, because they feel like they cannot practice according to my
recommendations. Again, it’s not about being perfect, but creating health supporting habits over
time.This book is also intended to be a handbook to guide you toward health. The steps are
simplified, yet also condensed. As your practice advances and evolves, each time you visit this
book, you may find something new to think about or add to your practice.Another important use
of this book is to share this understanding with others. I hope it will be the beginning of many
good conversations. I also hope you will make these principles a part of your life in the spirit of
joy and adventure. Allow common sense to guide you. Observe the benefits that come from your
practice. Should you find you are not getting the desired results, adjust what you are doing. Talk
to those who have more experience and who can guide you. Try to proceed in the spirit of the
early explorers who left the old ways behind in their search for greater freedom and richer lives. If
you can do this, you will discover a quality of health that is life-changing. Please use it well and
share it with others.
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Jonathan, “How, What, and When to Eat!. The seven steps make it VERY clear how, what, and
when to eat. For me, this book is a support as I have changed from the standard American diet
(hamburgers, French fries, and soda) to one of whole grains, beans, and vegetables. I remind
myself daily to sit down, relax, and chew. A big Thank You to Denny for this book and his years of
devotion to the macrobiotic diet.”

Ann Davidman, “Anyone can do this. A little goes a long way.. In 2001 I became macrobiotic
overnight. I did everything I was taught to do without question. My husband and I felt great. We
were motivated because he had been diagnosed with colon cancer and the doctors said nothing
could be done. After 6 months we both felt better than we had ever felt before. Our experience
was that macrobiotics as a whole was great. My husband eventually died. He lived way past
what was expected. His condition was quite complicated and thanks to a macrobiotic life style
he got to live his last years feeling great. We just needed to have discovered macrobiotics years
earlier. I stayed macrobiotic for years afterwards and eventually went back to a western diet.
Recently I read Denny's book and I decided to just try one thing at a time. Nothing in the book
was new to me but it was all refreshing. When only doing one thing at a time I became aware of
how powerful each step is. Because initially I had taken on the whole thing at once I had no idea
how powerful each element was by itself. For example I started just sitting down to eat without
watching TV. then I added brown rice once a day. then I chewed well and ate orderly. I had a bite
of grain and then a bite of vegetable and back and forth. then I made sure there was a grain and
a vegetable at each meal. Each new thing I did I felt the positive impact of within a day or two.
The guidelines are simple but if it's new to you take it slow. I love having this book as a resource
but also as inspiration.”

Twin mom, “... have to say I couldn't have asked for a better way to stick my toes in the water. As
a new fan of macrobiotics I have to say I couldn't have asked for a better way to stick my toes in
the water. This is a comprehensive yet totally approachable guide to the practice of
macrobiotics, complete with principles and recipes. It makes the idea of changing one's dietary
habits and lifestyle for the better, seem not only attainable but desirable. I am familiar with
Denny's work through a dear friend who has been seeing him for years. I am so eternally
grateful to her for showing me that there is a way to understand macrobiotics simply and
completely by reading Denny's book. She is absolutely right - this book explains how to bring
the practice into your life and allows you to understand that is more than just a diet that you are
focusing on. I have had considerably less resistance to beginning the practice of a macrobiotic
lifestyle thanks to this book and Denny's brilliant perspective. Don't wait to get this book if you
are at all interested in macrobiotics.  It's a hit.”

vuong le, “Highly Recommended book especially for anyone interested in knowing what



macrobiotics is. I bought this book because my wife has been practicing macrobiotics for about a
year now and she is slowly introducing and transitioning me to the diet. Although I must say it is
more like a lifestyle and not just about what and how you eat every day. I thoroughly enjoyed the
book, and for someone like me who has very little knowledge of macrobiotics, it was very helpful
in understanding the principles and philosophy behind it. I haven't tried out Susan Waxman's
recipes included at the back of the back, but I can say they are pretty delicious (my wife cooks
for me). Many people think plant-based foods are boring and bland, but Susan proves them
wrong!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “It is much more than just a diet guide!. I have been reading a lot of books
on diet and healthy lifestyle, and this book is one of my favorites. I could tell it was written with
love and compassion! Mr. Denny Waxman gives thorough explanations for each step he
presented. There are instructions on not only what to eat, but also on HOW to eat and live for a
better health. The recipes are easy to follow. I highly recommend it for anybody who wants to
start a healthy lifestyle .”

Jeanne Cantrell, “Easy to Follow. I found this book not only informative but easy to read as to
applying the principals of the program. I wanted to make a complete change in my health and
had tried this back in the seventies. At that time the big thing was brown rice and green tea. Now
there is an abundance of food and you feel so great.”

A.C., “An opportunity for real change in your life. Look, diets don't work, so if you want to
experience real health and shed pounds, this book offers a lifestyle that is elegant, simple and in
tune with nature and her patterns. This book is on mt kindle and i use it all the time for meal
planning and inspiration. Definately a vital book for change.”

eleonora, “Nice book!. Great book to learn everything about microbiotics, easy to read.”

Ms. S. G. Kerr, “An interesting book. This is a brilliant book to heal your health/life. But I think you
need to know something about macrobiotics first.”

K. Dutta, “Excellent! Arrived very quick. Excellent!  Arrived very quick.  Thanks.”

andrews, “A wonderful book. Thanks for showing me how to be .... A wonderful book. Thanks for
showing me how to be a better implementor of the macrobiotic way of life.Looking forward to
susan's cookery book.”

Francisco Varatojo, “Five Stars. Well done Denny and Susan,your book is a must”

The book by Denny Waxman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 166 people have provided feedback.
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